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Abstract
In this paper, we present a hierarchical framework for com-
plex paralinguistic analysis of speech including gender, emo-
tions and deception recognition. The main idea of the frame-
work is built upon the research on interrelation between various
paralinguistic phenomena. It uses gender information to pre-
dict emotional states, and the outcome of the emotion recog-
nition to predict the truthfulness of the speech. We use mul-
tiple datasets (aGender, Ruslana, EmoDB and DSD) to per-
form within-corpus and cross-corpus experiments using vari-
ous performance measures. The experimental results reveal that
gender-specific models improve the effectiveness of automatic
speech emotion recognition in terms of Unweighted Average
Recall up to an absolute 5.7%, and the integration of emotion
predictions improves the F-score of automatic deception detec-
tion compared to our baseline by an absolute 4.7%. The ob-
tained cross-validation results of 88.4±1.5% for deception de-
tection beat the existing state-of-the-art by an absolute 2.8%.
Index Terms: Computational Paralinguistics, Gender Recogni-
tion, Emotion Recognition, Deception Detection

1. Introduction and background
Paralinguistic analysis deals with various speech phenomena
beyond words and meaning: semi-permanent speaker charac-
teristics (e.g. gender, ethnicity), semi-permanent speaker traits
(e.g., age, openness, likability) and transitory speaker states
(e.g., emotions, stress, health conditions). The major driving
force in the field of computational paralinguistics is the annual
ComParE challenges [1] that provide data, baselines and evalu-
ation standards for recognition of various paralinguistic speech
phenomena, for example age and gender, dialects, emotions,
speaker traits, sincerity and so on. However, most of the re-
search deals with these classification tasks in isolation, with-
out considering the fact that all the paralinguistic phenomena
co-exist in the same speech signal and are likely to have high
correlations or even influence each other.

The benefit of multitasking, mostly incorporating speaker
gender into other applications, was explored earlier in several
works. Examples of holistic assessment of paralinguistic speech
phenomena include simultaneous analysis of speaker charac-
teristics such as age, gender, race and height [2]; age, height,
weight and smoking habits [3]; emotions, likability and person-
ality assessment [4]; deception and sincerity [5]. Some works
focused on co-learning of several related paralinguistic aspects
for speaker verification and diarization [6]. There also were at-
tempts at transferring age and gender attributes for dimensional
emotion prediction [7].

Using gender for emotion recognition task has been shown
effective both by directly including this information to the set
of features [8] and by adaptively training separate systems on
different sets of data [9]. Neural network architectures were
also used for speech emotion recognition with auxiliary learn-
ing of gender recognition [10] and allow extracting new types of
knowledge that represents gender as a distributed feature [11].

The general idea of using emotions for deception detection
is based on psychological and paralinguistic studies. According
to four-factor theory [12], deception includes different psycho-
logical processes and conditions that affect human behaviour.
Key factors that can reveal a deceiver in this model are: emo-
tional responses, activation, cognitive efforts and attempts to
control the behaviour. Emotional states associated with decep-
tion evoke uncontrolled behavioural changes that can be de-
tected in different nonverbal channels [13]. A renowned psy-
chologist, Paul Ekman [14], suggests three main emotions that
refer to deception: fear, shame and duping delight. The use
of high-level feature generation (activation, valence, regulation
and emotional classes) was explored by Amiriparian et al. [15].
Mendels et al. [16] proposed another model that uses emotional
and lexical features for deception detection task.

Nevertheless, until now there has been no research on anal-
ysis and prediction of gender, emotions and deception in a holis-
tic manner. Our work presents the first complex paralinguistic
system that improves the speech deception detection by incor-
porating information about gender and emotion, emphasizing
the connection between these phenomena.

2. Proposed framework
The overall architecture of the proposed hierarchical framework
is depicted in Figure 1. It consists of 3 stages. In the first stage,
we perform gender classification as the base for further analy-
sis. In the second stage, the results of gender recognition are
used to build adaptive gender-specific models. Finally, we use
the results of both gender and emotion recognition for decep-
tion detection, expanding the feature set with probabilities of
different emotional states.

In each stage, we use a different performance evaluation
measure to compare the results to existing literature. In the first
and second stages, we use Unweighted Average Recall (UAR)
because this performance measure is continuously used in Com-
ParE challenges since 2010 as a standard measure for imbal-
anced classes [17]. UAR is also more important than precision
for emotion recognition: we are more interested in identify-
ing all instances of emotional expressions even though some of
them might not be relevant. In the third stage, F-measure is used
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Figure 1: Hierarchical framework of the complex paralinguistic
system.

to evaluate the performance of the deception detection because
it is the most commonly used measure by other authors [18] and
it balances the precision and recall.

2.1. Databases

2.1.1. Gender corpus

For training and testing the gender recognition system we used
aGender corpus [19] because of its highly popular use since
ComParE 2010 [20]. It consists of 49 hours of telephone
speech, recorded from 945 German speakers in 6 sessions. The
total number of utterances is 65364. The length of the utter-
ances varies: for command words, months names, dates, time,
telephone numbers, names and surnames, the duration falls in
the range of 1 to 6 seconds. Every utterance is annotated in ac-
cordance with the speaker’s age and gender. This corpus has
seven groups (classes) of speakers: children, youth (male and
female), adults (male and female), and seniors (male and fe-
male).

2.1.2. Emotional corpora

EmoDB [21] is a well-known German-language database that
was recorded by 10 actors (5 males and 5 females) with ages
ranging from 21 to 35, according to predefined scenarios. It
contains a total of 535 speech utterances with a duration ranging
from 1.2 to 9.0 seconds and a median of 2.6 seconds. The ut-
terances were pronounced with 7 emotions: neutral, anger, fear,
joy, sadness, disgust and boredom. The recordings were taken
in an anechoic chamber with high-quality recording equipment.
Five short and five longer phrases were chosen with neutral se-
mantic content that could be used in day-to-day conversations.
The naturalness of the emotions was evaluated in a perceptual
test to assure the quality of the portrayed emotions. In this work
the original 535 instance set was used for training and testing.

Ruslana [22] is a Russian-language acted database with
3661 phonetically representative utterances pronounced by 61
native speakers (12 males and 49 females) with ages rang-
ing from 16 to 28. The structure of the corpus is similar to
EmoDB but Ruslana features much more variety of speakers.
The recordings were made in a sound proof recording studio
and comprise the following six emotional classes: neutral, sur-
prise, happiness, anger, sadness and fear. The duration of the
recordings ranges from 1.2 to 7.8 seconds with a median at 2.3
seconds. Human evaluators monitored how well the subjects
portrayed the intended emotions to make sure the expressions
are natural.

2.1.3. Deception corpus

We used Deceptive Speech Database (DSD) [17] for both train-
ing and testing of the deception detection model as it is one of
the few publicly available corpora for this task. It was collected
at the University of Arizona (USA) and used in the INTER-
SPEECH Computational Paralinguistics Challenge in 2016 [17]
as well as in the other research on the deception detection task.
The total length of the corpus is approximately 162 minutes of
speech; it was recorded by 72 English-speaking university stu-
dents, which were randomly split into two groups. They played
a role of either deceivers who stole papers from teacher’s of-
fice, or honest students. The total amount of audio files is 1058.
The corpus has two classes – deception and truth. The duration
of audio files ranges between 0.62 and 161.42 seconds with a
median of 2.93 seconds.

2.2. Experiments

The experiments were designed in three steps: (1) gender recog-
nition, (2) emotion classification, and (3) deception detection.
At each step, the baseline performance was established by eval-
uating the proposed systems in an isolated manner. Next, the
systems were re-evaluated by incorporating the knowledge from
the previous steps. The data and experimental procedures are
described in detail below.

2.2.1. Gender recognition

The pipeline of the gender recognition system is presented in
Figure 2. Since the aGender corpus files were stored as raw
audio, first, we converted these files to wav format and applied
a voice activity detector on each audio file. Unlike previous
research [20], we used pretrained enterprise-grade Voice Activ-
ity Detector (VAD) by Silero1. After that, MelSpectrograms,
log scale (dB) MelSpectrograms with 64 Mel filterbanks and
MFCCs with their ∆ and ∆∆ were extracted from the speech
signal using Python library librosa [23]. The window width was
22 ms. and the step was 5 ms. In addition, we have split these
features into chunks of the length of the shortest audio file. In
our case, it was 188. We also padded obtained features with
zeros when necessary.

We used a large-scale pretrained audio neural network
(PANN) for Audio Pattern Recognition [24]. Our studies pre-
sented recently have shown the effectiveness of using pre-
trained models [25, 26]. We compared pretrained models and
models trained from scratch such as CNN-6, CNN-10, CNN-
14. The last layer was replaced with a new one with the number
of neurons equal to the number of classes.

The aGender corpus provides a predefined data split: train-

1https://github.com/snakers4/silero-vad
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Figure 2: Speaker gender recognition system. VAD: Voice Ac-
tivity Detector. PANNs: pre-trained audio neural networks.

ing (23 hours, 471 speakers), validation (14 hours, 299 speak-
ers), and testing (12 hours, 175 speakers). However, because
the test set labels are unavailable, we only used the train and
validation sets to perform the experiments. In addition, we did
not use children class in this experiments. We were limited to
only females and males classes.

In the binary classification (females and males), the pro-
posed approach resulted in UAR of 97.72% for the validation
dataset. Table 1 shows the results of speaker’s gender recogni-
tion on the cross-corpus setup. Ruslana corpus shows 86.09%
UAR, EmoDB - 66.67% UAR, and DSD - 57.30% UAR. Low
classification rate on DSD corpus can be explained by the nature
of the speech utterances: a lot of DSD speech samples contain
either too short (monosyllabic answers ”yes” or ”no”) or too
long (up to 160 sec.) utterances, which greatly differ from the
original aGender utterances that range from 1 to 6 seconds.

Table 1: Gender recognition UAR (%) of the proposed system
trained on aGender corpus in single and cross-corpus setups

Test DB Male/Female ratio (%) Gender UAR (%)

aGender 47/53 97.72
Ruslana 20/80 86.09
EmoDB 44/56 66.67
DSD 53/47 57.30

2.2.2. Emotion recognition

The small size of emotional speech corpora is often a restric-
tion for training complex deep learning systems. Therefore, we
used Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier as it has been
proved effective for many speech paralinguistic tasks [17]. We
used de-facto standard openSmile suprasegmental features by
summarizing the LLDs over the whole utterance as described
in [27], which gives a 6373-dimensional feature vector. Princi-
ple Component Analysis (PCA) was applied to reduce the nega-
tive effects of high dimensionality of the feature space. The data
was z-normalized before fitting the classifiers. Because of the
small dataset size, all experiments were performed in a k-fold
cross-validation fashion with the value of k equal to 5.

To investigate the effect of gender information on emotion

recognition we built three types of emotion classifiers: (1) using
no gender information (gender-agnostic), (2) using true gender
information obtained from the data provided by the donors of
the corpus, and (3) using gender predictions obtained from the
proposed gender recognition system. To incorporate the gender
information, we split the available data into male and female
voices and trained gender-specific models on each subset. In
this way, the systems can adapt to the corresponding gender
categories and produce better results.

Table 2 shows within-corpus emotion classification per-
formance of the proposed systems on two datasets, Ruslana
and EmoDB. The baseline performance of gender-agnostic
models in terms of UAR is 48.34±4.59% for Ruslana and
81.41±5.05% for EmoDB, which is on par with other systems
proposed recently [28, 29]. With gender specific models it is
possible to achieve up to 5.7% absolute improvement for fe-
male voices and 3.54% for male voices. Moreover, the stan-
dard deviation drops when considering gender-specific models.
Generally, the performance is lowered when using gender pre-
dictions instead of true gender categories; however, it still re-
mains higher than the baseline models that do not take gender
information into account.

Table 2: Within-corpus emotion recognition UAR (%) of the
proposed gender-agnostic and gender-specific systems

Emotion DB Gender info Emotion UAR (%)
Male Female

- 48.34±4.59
Ruslana Predicted 48.41±1.94 53.07±0.67

True 51.88±2.42 54.05±1.82
- 81.41±5.05

EmoDB Predicted 84.21±4.18 82.55±1.94
True 77.66±3.84 86.32±4.03

2.2.3. Deception detection

For deception detection experiments, we annotated the DSD
dataset manually to get the true gender label for every speech
utterance. Three acoustic feature sets from INTERSPEECH
ComParE challenges were extracted using openSMILE toolkit:
ComParE 2013 [27], ComParE 2016 [17] (revised version of
2013 set) and ComParE 2011 [30] (consists of acoustic features
that were used in the detection of speaker state challenge), thus
a union set with total dimensionality of about 8000 features was
computed.

To augment the data and cope with class imbalance we used
the SMOTE method [31] with nearest neighbours parameter set
to 3. The SMOTE method was used to augment the data for de-
ception detection system due to the fact that the DSD dataset is
the smallest and the most imbalanced dataset in the hierarchical
system; two other datasets (for gender and emotion recognition)
are more representative and balanced, thus, we have augmented
only the DSD dataset. We also used PCA with 99% of preserved
variance to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space. The
resulting dataset has 1494 instances for training and testing with
507 features per each instance, so the final feature vector does
not include any redundant features.

We used 3 different implementations of the gradient boost-
ing algorithm in an ensemble similar to [18]: Catboost [32],
XGBoost [33], LightGBM [34]. Due to the differences in im-
plementations of the gradient boosting algorithm, the ensemble
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is expected to improve the final quality of each model. To com-
bine predictions of these models we used a two-level method
of stacking with three boosting algorithms on the first level
and logistic regression algorithm on the second level of the
model. SMOTE, PCA and stacking method were performed
using Scikit-learn Python library [35]. The overall process is
shown in Figure 3. All models were trained using a 5-fold
cross-validation approach. Our baseline model trained without
information about emotions and gender achieved an F-score of
83.7±0.2%.
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Figure 3: Deception detection system with two-level model.

During the next set of experiments, we expanded the fea-
ture vector by adding probabilities of emotional states obtained
at the previous stage. A comparison of the results achieved
with the baseline model (no emotions, no gender), the emotion-
aware model (using emotions only), and the complex model (us-
ing both emotions and gender) is shown in Table 3. Here, we
compared the performance based on true gender information
and gender predictions from the first processing stage. Dashes
mean that information about gender was not used during train-
ing process. The best F-score of 88.4%±1.5 was achieved using
emotional features from Ruslana corpus, and a predicted gender
for both Ruslana and DSD. This result outperforms the current
DSD state-of-the-art [18] by 2.8% in terms of F-score.

Table 3: Deception recognition F-score (%) of the proposed sys-
tem on DSD dataset subject to gender and emotion information

Emotion DB Gender info Deception
Emotion Deception F-score (%)

- - 85.5±0.2
Predicted Predicted 88.4±1.5

Ruslana Predicted True 88.0±1.2
True Predicted 88.2±1.7
True True 85.4±0.3
- - 85.4±0.6
Predicted Predicted 87.5±1.0

EmoDB Predicted True 87.7±1.3
True Predicted 87.9±1.6
True True 85.4±0.1

- - - 83.7±0.2

3. Discussion and conclusions
The effectiveness of the developed gender-specific and
emotion-aware deception detection models was empirically

shown using multiple sets of experiments with various cor-
pora: aGender, Ruslana, EmoDB and DSD. Using gender-
specific models allowed improving the emotion recognition rate
as compared to gender-agnostic models by an absolute 5.7%
and 3.54% for female and male voices, respectively. The recog-
nition rate of the systems trained on female voices is notably
higher than models trained on male voices on all datasets. This
may happen due to females voices having wider range of voice
characteristics and being more emotionally expressive. In ad-
dition, the performance on Ruslana dataset was much lower
than the EmoDB; the difference may be attributed to the noise
in labels - Ruslana was recorded by amateur (student) actors,
while EmoDB was created by professionals. Additionally,
Ruslana contains a much higher variety of speakers compared
to EmoDB, which also contributes to more challenges during
modelling. However, this fact does not affect the positive in-
fluence of inclusion of emotional features for deception detec-
tion from both datasets: Ruslana, despite having lower emo-
tion recognition performance, produces even better results than
EmoDB in the deception detection task.

Experiments on integration of emotional features in the sys-
tem for deception detection also show positive impact. The pro-
posed hierarchical framework achieved an absolute improve-
ment in terms of F-score on DSD corpus of 4.7% compared
to the baseline, and 2.8% compared to the known state-of-the-
art [18]. The achieved results produced with Ruslana features
are slightly better than the results produced with EmoDB, which
can be attributed to greater speaker variability in Ruslana and
perhaps similar recording conditions. The most informative
emotional states were anger, sadness and neutral condition -
these results correlate with most of known psychological and
practical literature (e.g. [14] and [15]). Moreover, it turns out
that the presence of such emotional state as happiness also can
be a marker of truthfulness/deceptiveness in speech. It can be
explained by the idea that some people can use cheerful atti-
tude to cover their real feelings, or feel elevated from adrenaline
caused by their deception.

An interesting observation can be made on using estimated
gender instead of the true labels: its effect seems to be the op-
posite for emotion recognition and deception detection. In emo-
tion recognition, the predicted gender labels generally worsened
the performance; however, in deception detection, estimated
gender labels worked better than the true labels. This can be ex-
plained by the fact that in DSD corpus, true gender labels may
be misleading: there are several speech instances with female
voices heavily resembling male characteristics and vice versa.
The gender recognition system groups voices with similar char-
acteristics and therefore allows for more accurate modelling in
the following steps. These findings open an opportunity for fu-
ture research on deception detection differences between male
and female speakers.

The proposed system can be used in spoken dialog sys-
tems and voice assistants that require an adaptation to individual
voice characteristics and requests of every user/speaker. For ex-
ample, the system can be applied to automatic addressee recog-
nition that can be a part of a smart home and intelligent spaces
that analyze spoken conversations between several people [36].
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